Smart Phones and QR Codes are Changing Physical Asset Management
Smart Devices and QR code technology offer an opportunity to
simplify asset management by putting usable information into the
hands of more plant employees needing the information.
In general, Smart Devices allow plant employees to easily check
equipment condition, inspections, or repairs status and send
equipment action request like condition entry, request for condition
testing, and disconnects.

Some Uses for QR Codes and Smart Devices in
Reliability Information Management
1. Enter immediate problem notification
2. Display installed equipment name plate and design information such as bearing ID, brush
data, breaker settings
3. Display documents like manuals, installation procedures, lube procedures, lockout/tagout
4. Search for replacements in stores
5. Display previous and current condition entries
6. Define an action for selected equipment such as disconnect, test, clean
7. Display previous repair shop results
8. Send email about equipment/location
9. Update equipment state > install, stores, send to repair
10. Initiate an inspection route

How Does a QR Code Work?
QR Code or “Quick Response” codes contain information and instructions that can be decoded
by a smart phone and implemented as an action on the phone.

Location QR Tags:
Display and enter asset or component functional location information.

Assigning the QR Code to the asset functional location allows
viewing the list of components for the asset and allows
navigation to component details. Tango™ components are
equipment, such as; motors, gearboxes, breakers and values.
When a location QR is scanned, users can view
condition linked documents, such as lockout/tag out
procedures and panel drawings. If the user logs in,
condition or condition assessment information may be
entered.

Equipment QR Tags:
Display and enter specific asset information and identify replacements in stores.

An Equipment QR Code allows the user to view
the equipment nameplate and design parameters,
documents, history and to enter actions
and movements.

Roundslogging QR Tags:
Periodic inspection/lube route or operator rounds task.
Tango™ may be used to collect route based equipment trends and
observations, typically collected with operator rounds, lube routes
and PM inspections.

Equipment Traveler:
Provide easy reliability management for critical stores.
The Tango™ Equipment Traveler may be
printed by a Repair Vendor and returned with
the repaired component.
At the plant, the user can scan the QR code and
view:
 Repair/Failure Information and History
 Assign component into stores
 Remove components from stores

 Enter incoming test and periodic storage
PM’s

